
Adding a GPS tracker in your 
service company vehicles could 
save your organization money in 
many ways, as well as improve the 
safety of your operators. Improve staff 
accountability, enhance performance 
and minimize excessive downtime with 
GPS tracking.

Minimize fuel expenses
Fuel is one of the most significant charges for an organization with a mobile workforce. 
Fleet tracking enables you to reduce your fuel expenses by doing away with inefficient fuel activities 
efficiently. Reduce idling times, lower fuel consumption rate by dispatching the nearest vehicle, 
maximize route efficiency, reduce unsafe or 'insufferable' operating practices and preventing fuel theft.

Slash insurance premiums
In many cases, insurance suppliers will lower your insurance rates if GPS vehicle tracking units 
are deployed in your fleet. GPS vehicle tracking can oversee a truck if it is stolen, providing a 
more significant possibility of retrieval. This additionally provides the insurance company comfort 
to know that you are watching over your driver's practices.

Reduce fleet routine service expenses
Manage your fleet on the road and waste a lot less money on unforeseen maintenance with 
preventative maintenance scheduling. Having a detailed record of kilometers driven in your fleet 
vehicles, your GPS system can show you when one of your trucks is due for maintenance.

Reduce employee fraud
A GPS vehicle tracker will ensure that your operators are where they are expected to be at all times, 
and not taking your organization vehicles for unauthorized purposes. You can also check if your 
employees are utilizing your vehicles outside standard operating hours, to complete a part-time job 
or to ferry friends or family, or some other questionable things.

Boost safety
GPS tracking can also enable you to identify safety issues, for example, unauthorized vehicle use 
or speeding. By dealing with concerns before there is an accident, you keep your insurance rates 
low and avoid high out-of-pocket costs connected to vehicle incidents. GPS Tracking also allows 
you to react to any incidents faster, keeping both your operators and equipment safer on the road.
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5 Ways to
Save Money
with GPS
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